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1 Introdu tion
In a typi al approa h to problem solving with evolutionary methods, a geneti algorithm is used to evolve
a population of individuals ea h attempting to solve
the task. The most t individual found during the
evolution, the hampion, is designated as the nal result. For example, when neural networks are evolved
for a de ision task, the hampion is the neural network
that is most likely to produ e the orre t de ision for
any given input. The rest of the population, and the
knowledge and expertise it en odes, is simply thrown
away.
However, an analysis of the nal population shows that
there are often other individuals in the population that
are able to produ e orre t de isions for inputs that
the hampion annot handle. Figure 1 shows the tness of the nal population in the handwritten hara ter re ognition task. Although the hampion only
identi es 64% of the hara ters orre tly, 98% of the
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In standard neuroevolution, the goal is to
evolve one neural network that would ompute the right answer most often. However,
it often turns out that the population as a
whole ould perform even better, if we ould
only hoose the right network for ea h input.
One way to do this is to evolve networks that
output not only the answer, but also an estimate of that answer's orre tness. Experiments in the handwritten hara ter re ognition domain show that su h an evolutionary
pro ess, ombined with an e e tive te hnique
for spe iation, an reate a population of networks that olle tively performs better than
any individual network.
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Figure 1: Per ent of orre t de isions attain-

able from a standard neuroevolution population. Three di erent measures are used, from top to

bottom: the best answer found in the entire population
(unrealizable in pra ti e), the answer of the most t
individual, and the population average. Fitness indiates the per entage of orre tly-identi ed test hara ters in the handwritten hara ter re ognition domain
(se tion 4).

hara ters are orre tly identi ed by at least one individual in the population.
We ould obtain this level of a ura y by simply hoosing the best answer from those produ ed by the entire
population. But how an we determine whi h individual most likely has the right answer for a given input?
One solution is to evolve the individuals not only to
produ e the answer, but also a level of on den e that
this answer is orre t. The population's answer an
be de ned as the de ision made by the most on dent
individual.
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This idea is tested in the handwritten hara ter re ognition task. For the method to work, it is essential to
maintain high diversity in the population. Several speiation methods are tested; the island model and its
ontinuous version, the spatial model, are found to be
the most e e tive. With su h diversity, the method
leads to populations that olle tively perform better
than any single individual. Con den e evolution of
expert neural networks therefore onstitutes a promising approa h to utilizing the entire population as the
result of the evolutionary algorithm.

2 The Method of Con den e
Evolution
Figure 1 suggests that in order to make use of the
knowledge and expertise in the entire population, the
hampion might be determined separately for ea h individual input. Su h a sele tion an be made orre tly
only based on the orre t answer, whi h is not available during performan e. Therefore, although su h a
high level of performan e exists in the population, it
is unattainable in pra ti e.
However, it is possible to approximate this sele tion
in various ways. For example, it may be possible to
train (or evolve) a meta-level neural network to deide whi h individual in the population is most likely
to produ e the right answer for a given input. This is
the approa h taken for example in the Mixtures of Experts approa h [Ja obs et al., 1991℄, whi h works well
in many supervised tasks. An interesting alternative
is to require ea h individual to rate the quality of ea h
answer it produ es. If the population learns to do this
e e tively, one would be able to outperform the hampion by hoosing the de ision of an individual reporting the highest level of on den e for ea h de ision.
This is the approa h taken in this paper.
Con den e may be represented by an additional output unit on the neural network. Con den e is that
unit's a tivation when the network is presented with
an input. The range of on den e, therefore, is between 0 and 1. To en ourage the network to output
useful estimates through this unit, the tness evaluation must be altered. Many tness evaluations in de ision tasks are sums of Booleans, ounting the number
of orre t de isions an individual makes in trials on a
training set:
s(~
vi );
(1)
f =

X
i

where s(~vi ) = 1 if the network's answer on trial i was
orre t, 0 otherwise.
Training with on den e hanges this evaluation in a

simple way. It treats ea h of these trials as a bet.
Instead of simply winning 1 ea h time it is orre t, it
also stands to lose 1 if it is in orre t. Moreover, the
size of the bet is determined by its on den e output
(~vi ):
s(~
vi ) (~
vi );
(2)
f =

X
i

where s(~vi ) = 1 if the answer is orre t, s(~vi ) = 1 if it
is in orre t. So the network is penalized s(~vi ) (~vi ) for
a wrong de ision on input ~vi and is awarded s(~vi ) (~vi )
for a orre t de ision. This pro ess allows the network
to unilaterally set the amount of the bet that its response is orre t. It en ourages networks to output
high on den e only for de isions that are likely to be
orre t.
The fundamental hange to the standard way of evolving neural networks is that in an evolution with onden e, the entire population is onsidered to be the
produ t of evolution. Answers may be obtained from
the population by simply hoosing the answer provided
by the most on dent individual. The spe i method
for leveraging on den e to extra t high-quality de isions is problem-dependent. For example, for some
de ision tasks the sum of the population's outputs
weighted by their on den e might be a useful quantity. But in other domains, su h as roboti ontrollers,
it might be better to allow a single individual to provide ea h de ision: weighted sums of di erent motor
outputs ould easily lead to a disaster.
In order to use on den e, the population must be diverse enough so that signi antly di erent de isions
are made by networks inhabiting distin t ni hes. A
strong method of diversity maintenan e (also alled
spe iation or ni hing), is therefore ru ial for su ess. On the other hand, the restri tions imposed by
the spe iation te hnique may adversely a e t learning performan e for all individuals in the population.
A proper spe iation te hnique should strike a balan e
between these two fa tors.

3 Methods of Spe iation
Spe iation is an important design prin iple in geneti
algorithms. Geneti algorithms lose diversity over the
ourse of evolution, onverging to a point at whi h all
of the genomes in the population are essentially the
same. At this point, rossover operation between two
nearly identi al genomes is unlikely to reate a more
t o spring, and the progress of the GA from that
point will be slow, mostly through mutation. A properly spe iated population, ontaining several \ni hes"
of solutions to the task, an ontinue improving even

after some of the ni hes rea h lo al maxima from whi h
they are unable to improve. It provides for a more reliable sear h, with many approa hes being explored in
parallel throughout the evolution.
Spe iation te hniques are generally implemented in
terms of genomes, rather than the stru ture implemented by the genomes, or that stru ture's performan e, be ause a diversity of genomes is needed to
sear h the solution spa e in parallel. However, this
diversity of genomes also results in diversity of behaviors. A spe iated population ontains a wider range
of answers|and is more likely to ontain at least one
orre t response for a parti ular input|than a homogeneous population. Therefore, spe iation an be used
to reate a population where di erent individuals are
responsible for di erent inputs.
Methods for promoting diversity may involve hanges
to di erent parts of the anoni al geneti algorithm.
In this paper we will ompare spe iation te hniques
that modify the GA's sele tion s heme, the repla ement s heme, and the tness evaluation fun tion. Also
ru ial to population diversity is the s aling s heme,
i.e. the algorithm that onverts the individuals' tnesses into probabilities of being in luded in the next
generation, either un hanged or ombined with another genome by rossover. An aggressive s aling
s heme that rewards slightly tter individuals with
mu h higher probabilities will qui kly lead to onvergen e, as geneti material possessed by moderately- t
individuals will be lost in ea h generation. More subtle s aling s hemes are desirable (and also used in this
paper) to delay population onvergen e.
A very simple approa h to spe iation is to arbitrarily
divide the population into non-intera ting subpopulations, or islands. A genome annot perform rossover
with any genome of another island, and a newly reated individual may repla e only a genome in the island of its parents. In some versions, the island model
provides for a small rate of migration between islands.
Without migration, this approa h is equivalent to running a geneti algorithm independently on ea h of the
islands. Even this trivial approa h to spe iation an
be useful; if the genomes in one island rea h a plateau
early, others may ontinue improving. This di eren e
is not dire tly promoted; it is simply allowed to o ur
by han e. Under migration, populations on an island
are allowed time to make small adjustments before
ompeting with outside genomes [Muhlenbein, 1991℄.
A more general, ontinuous version of the island
method is the spatial, or topologi al, method. Ea h individual may inhabit a vertex of an undire ted graph,
and it may only perform rossover with an individ-

ual onne ted to it through an edge. The resulting
o spring may only repla e the least t of its parents,
only if the o spring is more t. This setup is more
biologi ally plausible than the usual \panmi ti " populations in whi h any individual may mate with any
other. It prevents premature onvergen e sin e a parti ular genome an spread only to immediate neighbors in a single timestep [Kephart, 1994℄.
The implementation of a spatial population des ribed
above also in orporates the more general spe iation
strategy alled presele tion, whi h stipulates that a
newly reated individual in a population may only repla e one of its parents. This prote ts against premature onvergen e be ause it ensures that at least some
of an individual's geneti material will survive into the
next generation [Goldberg, 1989℄.
Fitness sharing is a te hnique that penalizes genomes
that inhabit neighborhoods of many other genomes.
Generally, an individual's tness evaluation is divided
by a sharing fa tor that measures the genome's proximity to others in the population. Genomes in heavily
populated peaks re eive a high penalty, whi h translates into a lower probability of propagating to the
next generation. This te hnique is intended to spread
the population a ross several peaks in the solution
spa e, with larger (wider or higher) peaks able to
support more individuals. Impli it sharing is a variation in whi h, for ea h input, only the individual
with the best response from a randomly-sele ted subset of the population is awarded tness for that input
[Darwen and Yao, 1996℄.
Crowding is a generalization of presele tion, where an
individual only repla es a genome to whi h it is similar
(but not ne essarily the parent). Under rowding, after a new genome is reated, a subset of genomes is randomly sele ted from the population. The genome in
the subset whi h is losest to the new genome is hosen
to be repla ed by the new genome [Goldberg, 1989℄.
The on den e method was tested in onju tion of
ea h of the above spe iation methods. Interestingly,
their performan e was found to di er a lot in the handwritten hara ter re ognition domain, whi h will be
des ribed next.

4 Experiments
The method of on den e evolution was applied to the
standard ben hmark task of re ognizing handwritten
digits. There are many methods developed spe i ally
for this task. The present goal is not to ompete with
them, but rather to test the viability of the method
and to re ne it further. This task is well-suited for

su h analysis be ause the orre t de isions are readily
available. After the method has been tested and rened, it will be possible to apply it to other task where
the orre t performan e is not known.

The geneti algorithm pro eeded on a population of
100 individuals for 5,000 generations. During ea h
generation, the tness for ea h network was al ulated
a ording to equation 2 (and equation 1 for those experiments where on den e was not used) on a training set of 2,000 patterns, sele ted randomly among the
2,992 for ea h experiment. Fitness s aling was done
by sigma trun ation s aling [Goldberg, 1989℄, whi h
tolerates negative tness values. Sele tion was tnessproportionate. Throughout evolution, ea h population
was tested on a randomly- hosen test set of 200 patterns not part of the training set.
Noti e that a more a urate tness evaluation ould
easily be designed, su h as the sum of squared errors between the outputs and the target output. Su h
an evaluation would apture more information about
the di eren es between individuals; however, Boolean
values were hosen in order to emulate less wellunderstood de ision tasks for whi h su h detailed
information is not available. Furthermore, the tness evaluation seeks to reward only the desired outome (the orre t lassi ation in the winner-takesall sense), not any spe i way of attaining the outome. Having su h an open-ended tness evaluation allows the network to implement its own, possibly unexpe ted, method for a hieving the result
[Floreano and Urzelai, 2000℄.
The di erent spe iation te hniques outlined in Se -
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The data set used was the freely-available subset
of 2,992 examples of handwritten digits 0..9 in the
NIST database, s aled to an a ura y of 8  8 pixels
[Choe et al., 1996℄. The networks had an input layer
of 64 units to en ode the 8  8 input representing a
digit to be lassi ed. The input layer was fully onne ted to a hidden layer of 20 units, whi h was fully
onne ted to an output layer of 11 units, representing
ea h of the ten possible digit lassi ations, and an additional unit to output the on den e in this lassi ation. The output unit with the highest a tivation was
hosen as the lassi ation. The genome represented
the real values of the weights and biases of the network. While the anoni al GA operates only on binary
strings, analogous operations of rossover and mutation were implemented for the real-valued genome: a
uniform rossover ould take pla e between weights,
and ea h weight was mutated with a 0.01 probability
by adding a normally distributed random value of 0
mean and 1.0 standard deviation to the weight.
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Figure 2: Population diversity under di erent
spe iation methods. The plots (from top to bottom) show the maximum, average and minimum Eulidean distan es between genomes in the population
as evolution progresses. Plots are ea h averaged over
10 independent evolutions.
tion 3 were ea h tested as part of the on den e evolution method. The island method was implemented
by splitting the 100 genomes into 10 nonintera ting
islands of size 10, with no migration. A spatial population was laid out on a 10  10 grid with edges folded
ba k to reate a torus; an individual ould mate only
with one of its four neighbors, with the o spring repla ing the parent with lower tness, only if the o spring's tness was higher. Fitness sharing was implemented by penalizing genomes a ording to Eu lidean
proximity to others in the population. Crowding was
implemented su h that a new individual was pla ed in
the population in pla e of the losest Eu lidean neighbor in a random subset of 10 from the population. In
presele tion, an o spring repla ed the parent with the
lowest tness if the o spring was more t than that
parent.

5 Results
To varying degrees, ea h spe iation method was able to
maintain diversity in the evolution. For ea h of these
methods, the average Eu lidean distan e between the
100 genomes in the population throughout an evolution without on den e is plotted in gure 2. The island model and the spatial model, i.e. those methods
that dire tly restri t mating to a lo al neighborhood,
resulted in parti ularly good genomi diversity. A ontrol evolution with no spe iation is shown as well. The
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Figure 3: A ura y of on den e evolution with
islands. On top, the tness obtained by hoosing
(through an unrealizable ora le) the best answer in
the entire population is plotted. In the middle, the
tness obtained by hoosing the answer of the most
on dent individual is shown. The tness of the most
t individual is plotted in the bottom. The plots are
averages over 10 runs.

ontrol evolution qui kly lost mu h genomi diversity,
bottoming out at approximately generation 200. This
result highlights the need for spe iation.
Evolutions with rowding, sharing, and presele tion
ea h slowed onvergen e ompared to the evolutions
with no spe iation, but were onsiderably less e e tive. These te hniques do not restri t repla ement as
strongly as the island and the spatial models do; they
involve a high degree of randomization in the hoi e
of whi h population member a new genome should repla e. Sin e this de ision is randomized, sampling error an a e t repla ement, ausing geneti drift. Mahfoud (1992) ites this sto hasti error as a diÆ ulty
with rowding and presele tion.
As expe ted, those spe iation methods that maintained the highest diversity also provided the best advantage for on den e evolution. Populations evolved
using the island model and the spatial model were diverse enough so that hoosing the answer of the most
on dent individual resulted in better performan e
than ould be obtained from the population's hampion. Figure 3 ompares the a ura y in the test set
of the (unattainable) best answers, answers sele ted by
on den e, and the most t individual for the island
model.
The a ura y of the di erent methods in the test set
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Figure 4: A ura y of on den e evolution with

di erent spe iation methods vs. standard evolution. The island method performs the best; the

other methods are weaker than the standard evolution,
labeled \Control", in the order shown in the legend.
The plots are averages over 10 runs.
is ompared in gure 4. The main result is that onden e evolution with islands resulted in a slightly
higher level of performan e than the ontrol evolution.
The other methods were worse, underlining the importan e of an e e tive spe iation method in on den e
evolution. Crowding, in parti ular, did not perform
above han e; apparently one or more high-bidding
and wrong individuals persisted thoughout the evolution, never being repla ed be ause they were too far
from the other genomes. This result demonstrates the
di eren e between random diversity (su h as the population before the rst generation), and useful diversity
(ni hes of high-performing but di erent individuals).
Only the latter kind of diversity is useful for on den e
evolution.
Interestingly, when spe iation methods were added to
the standard evolution, the performan e either was not
a e ted or a tually be ame worse. This result suggests
that making full use of spe iation requires a te hnique
su h as on den e. It also shows that the observed
improvement over standard evolution is indeed due to
on den e, and not spe iation.

6 Dis ussion and Future Work
The experimental results in this paper show that on den e evolution an improve performan e of neuroevolution in the handwritten digit re ognition task. They
also show that e e tive spe iation is ru ial for this

te hnique. How general are these results?
Spe iation is generally used in a geneti algorithm to
in rease the overall rate of learning by slowing down
population onvergen e. However, when spe iation is
used in onjun tion with on den e evolution, the goal
is instead to in rease the variation in answers made.
The existing spe iation te hniques used in this paper may not be the best for this new, slightly di erent goal. This issue is unders ored by the fa t that
on den e provided the greatest advantage in evolutions with ompletely nonintera ting subpopulations
{ a te hnique that would tend to harm overall tness
sin e small populations are being evolved in ea h island, leading to ruder solutions.
In the extreme, a spe iation te hnique that even signi antly de reases the overall tness of the population would work well with on den e evolution if it
maintains a large variety of orre t answers. This is
a tradeo that is not a eptable in a standard geneti algorithm: if the goal of spe iation is to in rease
the overall rate of learning, a te hnique that lowered
the tness of all individuals signi antly would not
be useful. But given this new set of riteria, perhaps
su h strong spe iation te hniques ould be devised in
the future, gaining even more bene t from on den e
evolution than is possible with the urrent te hniques
[A kley, 1987, Katila, 1987℄.
It is also possible that domains other than hara ter
re ognition might be more amenable to the urrent
spe iation te hniques. This domain bene ts from a
large number of individuals ne-tuning an approximate solution in a small spa e, whi h requires exa tly
the onvergen e that spe iation attempts to avoid. Instead, geneti algorithms in general and spe iation
methods in parti ular are strongest at qui kly nding approximate solutions. Therefore, problems that
involve more global sear h may be more amenable to
the urrent te hniques.
In parti ular, geneti algorithms are the method
of hoi e for sequential de ision tasks where the
orre t answers are not known and the feedba k
is highly sporadi [Moriarty and Miikkulainen, 1997,
Moriarty et al., 1999℄. Given the promising results in
the handwritten hara ter re ognition domain, on den e evolution should work well in su h tasks. For
example, imagine applying on den e to the training
of a roboti ontroller. Ea h neural ontroller in the
population would be presented with an en oding of the
robot's sensory input, and it would output a motor a tion and a on den e level. The a tion re ommended
by the most highly on dent ontroller would be sele ted. After several de isions were made, a tness

evaluation for the whole sequen e of de isions would
be obtained. This tness would then be distributed to
the ontrollers a ording to how on dent they were
of their outputs and how often they were sele ted.
Although at rst it seems that su h tness information might be too noisy, the situation is very similar to those of SANE and ESP neuroevolution methods des ribed in [Moriarty and Miikkulainen, 1997℄,
[Moriarty, 1997℄,
[Gomez and Miikkulainen, 1997℄,
and [Gomez and Miikkulainen, 1999℄, where populations of neurons are evolved to form good neural networks. Ea h neuron re eives a tness based on how
well the whole neural network performed in the task:
in e e t, the neurons are evolved to spe iate into useful subtask that work well together. In reinfor ement
learning tasks with on den e evolution, similarly ea h
network is rewarded based on how well the whole population did in the sequen e of de isions. Given how
powerful the SANE and ESP methods are, this same
approa h may also work well in on den e evolution.
In other learning tasks, it may be useful for an agent to
express its on den e in a more dire t form, by answering a more spe i question about its performan e. For
example, a neural roboti ontroller might estimate the
amount of time needed to rea h a goal state, rather
than estimating its probability of su ess. Su h tness
fun tions might lead to more powerful evolution. Similarly, instead of always sele ting the most on dent
individual's answer, the answer might be onstru ted
by ombining answers of the most t individuals, or by
at least not onsidering the answers of those with the
lowest tness. This method would for example solve
the problem that o urred with rowding in the above
experiments.
Di erent te hniques of training individuals to output
on den e ould also be onsidered. Evolving networks to provide answers and on den e estimates is
learly a more diÆ ult task than simply evolving networks to provide answers. Might this in reased diÆulty be o set by using a ombination of evolution and
learning, or by Lamarkian evolution? Might it be bene ial to evolve the on den e neuron or network in a
separate phase of evolution? Or perhaps as a separate
network entirely? These are some of the issues that
will be explored in future work.

7 Con lusion
This paper shows how the knowledge and expertise enoded by the entire evolved population an be utilized
to obtain a high level of performan e. High-quality
de isions may be extra ted from the population if a

tness evaluation rewards individuals that a urately
output estimates of the quality of their de isions. To
use this te hnique, a diverse population, apable of
produ ing many di erent orre t answers, is needed.
This resear h motivates the development of te hniques
to ensure a high level of diversity throughout evolution, possibly even at the expense of overall tness.
The te hnique of on den e may have broad appli ability in the domain of reinfor ement learning tasks,
whi h is the main dire tion of future work.
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